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Abstract

This paper presents a new approach to dependence test-
ing in the presence of nonlinear and non-closed array in-
dex expressions and pointer references. The chains of recur-
rences formalism and algebra is used to analyze the recur-
rence relations of induction variables, and for constructing
recurrence forms of array index expressions and pointer ref-
erences. We use these recurrence forms to determine if the
array and pointer references are free of dependences in a
loop nest. Our recurrence formulation enhances the accu-
racy of standard dependence algorithms such as the extreme
value test and range test. Because the recurrence forms are
easily converted to closed forms (when they exist), induction
variable substitution and array recovery can be delayed un-
til after the loop is analyzed.

1. Introduction

Accurate dependence testing is critical for the effective-
ness of restructuring and parallelizing compilers. Several
types of loop optimizations for improving program perfor-
mance rely on exact or inexact array data dependence test-
ing [4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 25, 26, 28,
29, 35, 40]. Current dependence analyzers are quite pow-
erful and are able to solve complicated dependence prob-
lems on affine array index expressions. However, recent
work by Psarris et al. [21, 23], Franke and O’Boyle [10],
Wu et al. [36], van Engelen et al. [33, 34] and earlier work
by Shen, Li, and Yew [27], Haghighat [14], and Collard
et al. [8] mention the difficulty dependence analyzers have
with nonlinear symbolic expressions, pointer arithmetic,
and conditional control flow in loop nests.

This paper presents a new approach to dependence test-
ing on nonlinear array index expressions and pointer ref-
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erences in loops with conditionally updated induction vari-
ables and common forms of pointer arithmetic.

Most closely related to our work is the work by Wu et
al. [36]. They propose an approach for dependence test-
ing without closed form computations. As with our method,
the application ofinduction variable substitution(IVS) can
be delayed until after dependence testing. However, their
method cannot handle dependence problems in which in-
duction variable step sizes are relevant, such as in the TRFD
and MDG benchmarks. In contrast, our method uses the in-
herent monotonicity information of the recurrence forms to
determine that the loops in these benchmarks are depen-
dence free. In addition, our recurrence forms are easily con-
verted to closed forms (when they exist) and our method
does not require the application of an extra IVS algorithm.

Our dependence test is also applicable to pointer ref-
erences. Because pointers are frequently used in C code
to step through arrays, there is a need to effectively ana-
lyze the dependences of pointer references to assess paral-
lelism and enable performance-critical optimizations. The
array recoverymethod by Franke and O’Boyle [10] con-
verts pointer references to array accesses to enable conven-
tional array-based compiler analysis. Their work has several
assumptions and restrictions. In particular, their method is
restricted to structured loops with constant bounds and all
pointer arithmetic must be data independent. Furthermore,
pointer assignments within a loop nest are not permitted.
In contrast, our method directly applies dependence testing
on pointer references without restrictions and avoids or de-
lays array recovery.

Our approach to dependence testing exploits the fact that
any affine, polynomial, or geometric index expression com-
posed over a set ofgeneralized induction variables(GIVs)
forms a recurrence relation. Because the chains of recur-
rences algebra is closed under the addition and multiplica-
tion of polynomials and geometric functions, the compu-
tation of the recurrence relations of index expressions and
pointer references is straightforward. Our nonlinear depen-
dence test uses these recurrence forms to solve a depen-
dence problem. When closed forms of recurrence relations



p = A
...
for i = a to b

...
S1: A[...i...j...k...m...] = ...
S2: ... = A[...i...j...k...m...]
S3: ... = ∗p++

j = j+k
k = k+1
m = m<<1
...

endfor

Figure 1. Array Data Dependence Testing

do not exist, our test can, for many cases, still determine
whether array and pointer accesses are independent.

More specifically, consider the example loop nest shown
in Figure 1. The loop exhibits linear induction variablesi
andk, a quadratic GIVj, and a geometric GIVm. The ar-
ray index expressions ofA in statementsS1andS2are as-
sumed to be compositions of the induction variablesi, j, k,
and/orm using addition, subtraction, division, and multipli-
cation. Our data dependence analysis computes recurrence
forms for the induction variablesj, k, andm, and pointer ac-
cessp in S3, and determines the recurrence forms for the
index expressions ofA in S1andS2using the chains of re-
currence algebra. Our data dependence test compares the
recurrence forms of these index expressions to determine
whether a loop-carried dependence may exist between state-
mentsS1, S2, andS3.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we briefly introduce the chains of recurrences
formalism and algebra. The chains of recurrences notation
is used throughout this paper. Section 3 presents and algo-
rithm for solving recurrence systems. The objective of the
algorithm is to find the recurrence forms of induction vari-
ables and pointer updates in a loop nest. The algorithm does
not attempt to construct closed forms, but rather computes
the solutions in the chains of recurrences form for data de-
pendence testing. Our data dependence tests are discussed
in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 summarizes our results.

2. The Chains of Recurrences Formalism

This section briefly introduces the chains of recurrences
(CR) formalism. For more details, we refer to [2, 32, 34].
The formalism was originally developed by Zima [37, 38,
39] and later improved by Bachmann, Zima, and Wang [2,
3] to expedite the evaluation of multivariate functions on
regular grids. Our work includes extensions and applica-
tions of the CR formalism for the detection and substitu-
tion of generalized induction variables [32], for array recov-
ery through pointer-to-array conversion [34], and for value

range analysis [5]. The application to data dependence test-
ing is the main focus of this paper.

2.1. Basic Formulation

A function or closed-form expression evaluated over a
unit-distant grid with indexi can be rewritten into a mathe-
matically equivalent CR of the form (see [2]):

Φi = {φ0,�1, φ1,�2, · · · ,�k, φk}i

whereφ are coefficients consisting of constants or func-
tions (symbolic expressions) independent ofi, or nested CR
forms, and� are the operators� = + or� = ∗. The coef-
ficientφk may be a function ofi, i.e.φk = fk(i).

2.2. CR Semantics

A CR form Φi = {φ0,�1, φ1,�2, · · · ,�k, φk}i
represents a set of recurrence relations over a grid
i = 0, . . . , n−1 as defined by the following template:

cr0 = φ0

cr1 = φ1

: = :
crk−1 = φk−1

for i = 0 to n−1
val[i] = cr0
cr0 = cr0 �1 cr1
cr1 = cr1 �2 cr2
: = : : :

crk−1 = crk−1 �k φk

endfor

The loop produces the sequenceval[i] of the CR form. This
sequence is one-dimensional. A multidimensional loop nest
is constructed for multivariate CR forms (CR forms with
nested CR form coefficients), where the indices of the out-
ermost loops are the indices of the innermost CR forms.

2.3. CR Algebra

The CR algebra defines a set of rewrite rules for the con-
struction of CR forms for closed-form formulae. The appli-
cation of the rewrite rules is straightforward and not com-
putationally intensive. The required symbolic processing is
comparable to classical constant-folding [1]. CR algebra
rules are applied to add, multiply, and raise CR forms to a
power. Consider for example the following subset of rules:

c ∗ {φ0,+, f1}i⇒ {c φ0,+, c f1}i
{φ0,+, f1}i + {ψ0,+, g1}i⇒ {φ0 + ψ0,+, f1 + g1}i
{φ0,+, f1}i ∗ {ψ0,+, g1}i⇒ {φ0 ψ0,+,Φi g1+Ψi f1+f1 g1}i

wheref1 andg1 are the “tails” ofΦi = {φ0,+, f1}i and
Ψi = {ψ0,+, g1}i, i.e. CR forms defining the second co-
efficient to the last. These rules are implemented in our li-
brary for SUIF as operations on arrays of CR coefficients.

The CR algebra is closed under the formation of the char-
acteristic function of a GIV. Therefore, multivariate polyno-
mials and geometric sequences have CR form equivalents.



In [30] we proved that CR forms for multivariate GIVs are
normal forms. Another advantage is that the manipulation
of CR forms is type safe, which means that the coefficients
of CR forms of integer-valued polynomial functions and
GIVs are also integer valued.

2.4. CR Construction

The CR algebra provides an efficient mechanism to con-
struct CR forms for symbolic expressions evaluated in mul-
tidimensional iteration spaces. The translation of a closed-
form symbolic expressionei1,...,in

defined over a set of in-
dex variablesi1, . . . , in to a multivariate nested CR form is
defined by:

CR(ei1,...,in ) = CR(CR(· · · CR(ei1 )i2 · · ·)in )
CR(eij ) = e[ij ← Φ(ij)]

whereΦ(ij) is the CR representation of the index variable
ij . When the index variablesi1, . . . , in span a unit-distance
grid with origin (x1, . . . , xn), thenΦ(ij) = {xj ,+, 1}ij

for all j = 1, . . . , n. The mapping replaces variablesij
with their corresponding CR forms using substitution, de-
noted bye[ij ← Φ(ij)]. The CR algebra is then applied to
normalize the expression to (nested) CR forms.

CR construction with the CR algebra computes CR
forms for arbitrary symbolic expressions. Consider for ex-
ample the nonlinear index expressionn ∗ j + i+ 2 ∗ k + 1,
where i ≥ 0 and j ≥ 0 are index variables that
span a two-dimensional iteration space with unit dis-
tance andk is an induction variable with polynomial
CR form Φ(k) = {0,+, 0,+, 1}i. The CR construc-
tion yields:

CR(CR(CR(n ∗ j+i+2 ∗ k+1)))
= CR(CR(n ∗ j+{0,+, 1}i+2 ∗ k+1)) (replacingi)
= CR(n ∗ {0,+, 1}j+{0,+, 1}i+2 ∗ k+1) (replacingj)
= n ∗ {0,+, 1}j+{0,+, 1}i+2 ∗ {0,+, 0,+, 1}i+1 (replacingk)
= {{1,+, n}j ,+, 1,+, 2}i (normalize)

The CR form is also amenable to symbolic analysis to de-
termine the properties of the function it represents, such as
monotonicity and extreme values. Determining the proper-
ties of (compositions) of array index expressions is impor-
tant in dependence testing for loop optimization and paral-
lelization.

2.5. Relation to Compiler Analysis

The importance of CR construction as an analytical tool
for compiler analysis is clear when considering the follow-
ing classes of functions and expressions commonly encoun-
tered in practice when dealing with array index expressions
and generalized induction variables.

Affine index expressions are uniquely represented by
nested CR forms{a,+, s}i of order 1, where a
is the integer-valued initial value or a nested CR

form ands is the integer-valued stride in the direc-
tion of i. The formation of nested CR forms for affine
expressions of dimensiond requires justO(d) steps.

Multivariate Polynomial expressions are uniquely repre-
sented by nested CR forms of lengthk, wherek is
the maximum order of the polynomial. All� oper-
ations in the CR form are additions, i.e.� = +.
A d-dimensionalk-order polynomial can be trans-
lated inO(d k2) steps by a conversion algorithm based
on matrix-vector multiplication with Newton matri-
ces [2, 31].

Geometric expressionsa ri are uniquely represented by
the CR form{a, ∗, r}i.

Characteristic functions of GIVs are uniquely represented
by CR forms [30]. By definition [13], the characteris-
tic functionχ(i) = p(i) + a ri of a GIV is the sum of
a polynomialp(i) and a geometric seriesa ri.

2.6. Closed Forms

For loop parallelization it is desirable to eliminate the
cross-iteration dependences induced by the recurrences de-
fined by the induction variable updates. Methods such as
IVS introduce closed forms in a loop nest to eliminate such
recurrences. For the application of IVS we use the inverse
mappingCR−1 to convert CR forms to closed-form func-
tions. The inverse mapping uses our extension of the CR
algebra with inverse rules [32, 34]. Multivariate general-
ized induction variables, i.e. sums of multivariate polyno-
mials and geometric functions, can always be converted to
closed form formulae. In particular, the coefficients of a
polynomial CR form are identical to the Newton series of
the polynomial. Therefore, Newton’s formula for the inter-
polating polynomial can be used to symbolically compute
closed formsχ(i) =

∑k
j=0 φj

(
i
j

)
for polynomial CR forms

Φi = {φ0,+, · · · ,+, φk}i.
The inverse CR rules are applied component-wise on a

multivariate CR usingCR−1
i or in all directions at once, de-

noted byCR−1. For certain recurrence forms a closed form
may not exist. For example, when the last coefficient of a
CR form is not a (symbolic) constant but a function of the
CR indexi, no closed form can be constructed. However,
our data dependence test does not require closed forms, be-
cause the method analyzes and compares the CR forms of
array index expressions.

3. Solving Systems of Recurrences

Solving the systems of recurrences defined by induction
variables in a loop nest facilitates CR construction for data
dependence testing, general loop analysis, and loop par-
allelization. CR construction applied to index expressions



and loop bounds containing induction variables requires the
CR forms of these variables. The CR forms of induction
variables are obtained from a loop nest using a recurrence
solver. This section presents a recurrence solver for gener-
alized induction variables that computes CR forms for con-
ditionally updated induction variables and pointers.

3.1. General Recurrence Form

Consider the general recurrence form of a generalized in-
duction variable in a loop:

V = V0

for i = a to b
...
V = c ∗ V + p(i)
...

endfor

wherec is a numeric constant or ani-loop invariant sym-
bolic expression, andp is polynomial in i (expressed in
closed form or recurrence). Common recurrence forms
found in benchmark codes have eitherc = 0 (V is equal
to polynomialp), c = 1 (V is the partial sum of polyno-
mial p, wherep is often a numeric or symbolic constant),
or p(i) = 0 (V is geometric).

Lemma 1 Let Ψi = {ψ0,+, ψ1,+, · · · ,+, ψk}i be the
CR form of polynomialp(i). Then, the CR formΦ(V ) =
{φ0,+, φ1,+, · · · ,+, φk, ∗, φk+1}i where the CR coeffi-
cients ofΦ(V ) are defined by

φ0 = V0; φj = (c− 1)φj−1 + ψj−1; φk+1 = c

Proof. The sequence of values of the recurrence isV0, cV0+
p(0), c(cV0 + p(0)) + p(1), c(c(cV0 + p(0)) + p(1)) +
p(2), . . .. The valuesp(0), p(1), p(2), . . . have CR coeffi-
cient formsp(0) = ψ0, p(1) = ψ0+ψ1, p(2) = ψ0+2ψ1+
ψ2, . . . as defined by the loop template forΨi. By substitut-
ing p(0), p(1), p(2), . . . in the sequence of values of the re-
currence and by computing the symbolic difference table of
the sequence, we obtain the Newton seriesφ0, φ1, φ2, . . .
(lower left diagonal of the difference table):

φ0 = V0

φ1 = (c− 1)V0 + ψ0

φ2 = (c− 1)2V0 + (c− 1)ψ0 + ψ1

φ3 = (c− 1)3V0 + (c− 1)2ψ0 + (c− 1)ψ1 + ψ2

: = :

The terms continue to expand up to nonzero coefficientψk.
After that, the series continues as multiples ofc − 1 times
the previous row. Therefore, the remainder of the sequence
is a geometric progression with ratioc. Combining these re-
sults, we obtain the inductive definition ofΦ(V ). 2

3.2. Special Cases

We consider several special cases of the general recur-
rence form of an generalized induction variable.

• Whenc = 0, we have a non-recursive assignment

V = p(i)

Therefore, we compute the CR formΨi = CR(p(i))
Φ(V ) = Ψi

In fact, this holds for any symbolic expressionp(i)
(not only polynomials). However, special care has to
be taken to modelwrap aroundinduction variables in
loop nests [32], where the initial value ofV may be un-
related top.

• Whenc = 1 we have a recurrence of the form

V = V + p(i)

Therefore, according to Lemma 1 we obtain
Φ(V ) = {V,+,Ψi, ∗, 1}i = {V,+,Ψi}i

with Ψi = CR(p(i)) for any symbolic expressionp(i)
(not only polynomials).

• Whenp(i) = 0 we have

V = c ∗ V

Therefore, according to Lemma 1 we obtain
Φ(V ) = {V, ∗, c}i

However, this also holds for any symbolic expression
c (not only constant). Hence,

Φ(V ) = {V, ∗,Ψi}i

with Ψi = CR(c).

In the above, the nested CR forms{V,+,Ψi}i and
{V, ∗,Ψi}i are flattened to a single CR form by replac-
ing Ψi with its constituent coefficients.

3.3. Coupled Recurrences

The recurrences of a set of related generalized induction
variables in a loop nest may not form a simple pattern that is
easy to recognize and solve. For example, multiple updates
to an induction variable may occur, which may obscure the
recurrence pattern. To deal with nontrivial recurrence pat-
terns, we use a substitution approach [32] to normalize the
set of assignments to scalar variables. The approach detects
recurrence patterns by traversing the analyzed path through
a loop body from the last to the first statement to construct
the set of assignments to the scalar variables from a loop
body. The set of assignments is constructed using a substi-
tution algorithm that follows the def-use chains to replace
variable uses with definitions as is illustrated in Figure 2.
The result is a set of normalized assignments in which each
variable is assigned at most once, similar to single static as-
signment (SSA) forms.



for i = a to b
...
V = rec-expr1
...
U = rec-expr2
...
U = ... V ... U ...
...

endfor

for i = a to b
...
V = rec-expr1
...
U = ... rec-expr1... rec-expr2...
...

endfor

(a)Multiple Assignments (b) After Substitution

Figure 2. Normalization of Assignments

for i = a to b
... = ... V ...
if ... then
V = rec-expr1

else
V = rec-expr2

endif
... = ... V ...

endfor

for i = a to b
/* f(i) ≤ V ≤ g(i) */
... = ... V ...
if ... then
V = rec-expr1

else
V = rec-expr2

endif
/* f(i+ 1) ≤ V ≤ g(i+ 1) */
... = ... V ...

endfor

(a)Conditional Updates (b) Dynamic Bounds

Figure 3. Conditional Recurrences

3.4. Conditional Recurrences

Because conditionally updated induction variables may
not have closed forms, we developed bounding functions to
determine the dynamic range of values of these variables,
where the dynamic range is a function of the loop counter
variable. Because the bounding functions are indexed, the
evaluation of the dynamic range leads to more accurate data
dependence testing [5].

3.4.1. Dynamic Value Range Bounds.Dynamic value
range bounds are functions of the indices of the iteration
space that bound the possible sequence of values of a set
of recurrences. We introducemin andmaxdynamic bound-
ing functions of a set of CR forms. The bounding functions
are CR forms that bound the sequence of values defined by
the CR forms in the set. Therefore, themin andmaxfunc-
tions are CR forms of the functionsf andg that bound the
values of the conditionally updated variableV as shown in
in Figures 3(a) and (b).

Let {Φ1
i , . . . ,Φ

n
i } be a set ofn multivariate polynomial

CR forms over the same index variablei. TheminimumCR
form of the set is defined by

min(Φ1
i , . . . ,Φ

n
i ) =

{min(VΦ1
i , . . . ,VΦn

i ),+,min(∆Φ1
i , . . . ,∆Φn

i )}i

and themaximumCR form of the set is recursively defined
by

max(Φ1
i , . . . ,Φ

n
i ) =

{max(VΦ1
i , . . . ,VΦn

i ),+,max(∆Φ1
i , . . . ,∆Φn

i )}i

where thestepfunction∆Φi of a CR formΦi is defined by

∆Φi = ∆{φ0,�1, φ1,�2, . . . ,�k, φk}i
= {φ1,�2, . . . ,�k, φk}i

Thedirection-wise stepfunction∆jΦi of a multivariate CR
form Φi is the step function with respect to an index vari-
ablej

∆jΦi =

{
∆Φi if i = j
∆jVΦi otherwise

The direction-wise step information indicates the growth
rate of a function on an axis in the iteration space.

The initial value ofVΦi of a CR form is the first coeffi-
cient, which is the starting value of the CR form evaluated
on a unit grid in thei-direction:

VΦi = φ0

3.4.2. Static Bounds.The determination of the constant
static bounds on the range of possible values of a function
is necessary for data dependence testing, value range anal-
ysis, and loop bounds analysis.

Thelower boundLΦi of a multivariate CR formΦi eval-
uated oni = 0, . . . , n, n ≥ 0, is

LΦi =

{
LVΦi if LMΦi ≥ 0
LCR−1

i (Φi)[i← n] if UMΦi ≤ 0

LCR−1
i (Φi) otherwise

and theupper boundUΦi of a multivariate CR formΦi is

UΦi =

{
U VΦi if UMΦi ≤ 0
U CR−1

i (Φi)[i← n] if LMΦi ≥ 0

U CR−1
i (Φi) otherwise

whereCR−1
i (Φi) is the closed form ofΦi with respect toi

(i.e. nested CR forms are not converted), and whereM is
used in tests for monotonicity of a CR form defined by

MΦi =

{∆Φi if �1 = +
∆Φi − 1 if �1 = ∗ ∧ LVΦ1 ≥ 0 ∧ L∆Φi > 0
1−∆Φi if �1 = ∗ ∧ U VΦ1 < 0 ∧ L∆Φi > 0
undefined otherwise

TheL andU bounds have important applications in our de-
pendence tests discussed in Sections 3.6 and 4.

3.5. Algorithm

The algorithm presented in this section extends our pre-
vious induction variable analysis algorithm by handling
conditionally updated variables in recurrences, where the
recurrences may or may not have closed forms. In the new
algorithm we compute multivariate CR forms for each non-
aliased scalar integer and pointer variable by considering
each path in a loop nest. In this way, a set of CR forms for
a variable is determined, rather than a single CR form as in
our previous work [32]. These CR forms describe sequences
of possible values for the conditionally updated variables in
a loop.



Algorithm FINDRECURRENCES(i, a, s, B,A)
Constructs the recurrence systemA from the AST of loop bodyB
- input: iteration counter variablei with initial valuea and strides, and loop bodyB
- output: recurrence systemA consisting of a set of〈V,X〉 ∈ A pairs denoting assignmentsV := X
Let A := ∅
FOR each control-flow path p (up to a back edge) in B DO

Let Ap := ∅
FOR each statement Sk ∈ B from the last (k = |B|) to the first statement (k = 1) on path p DO

IF Sk is an assignment statement V := X
AND V is an integer or pointer variable
AND X has no function calls and array accesses THEN

UPDATE(V,X,Ap)
Mark 〈V,X〉 use-before-def if V has a use on path p before this assignment

ENDIF
ENDDO
ADDRECURRENCES(A,Ap)

ENDDO

Algorithm UPDATE(V,X,Ap)
Update the recurrence of variableV with expressionX in the recurrence systemAp

- input: variableV , expressionX, and recurrence systemAp

- output: updated recurrence systemAp

IF V 6∈ Dom(Ap) THEN /* if V is not defined in Ap */
Let Ap:=Ap ∪ {〈V,X〉}

ENDIF
FOR each 〈U, Y 〉 ∈ Ap DO

Replace each use of variable V in Y with X
ENDDO

Algorithm ADDRECURRENCES(A,Ap)
Add the path-specific recurrencesAp to the general recurrence systemA
- input: recurrence systemsA andAp

- output: updated recurrence systemA
IF A = ∅ THEN

Let A := Ap

ELSE
FOR each 〈V,X〉 ∈ Ap DO

IF V 6∈ Dom(A) THEN
Let A := A ∪ {〈V, V 〉}

ENDIF
Let A := A ∪ {〈V,X〉}

ENDDO
FOR each 〈V,X〉 ∈ A DO

IF V 6∈ Dom(Ap) THEN
Let A := A ∪ {〈V, V 〉}

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDIF

Figure 4. Algorithm for Constructing a Recurrence System from a Loop

The algorithm is applied recursively from the innermost
loops to the outermost loops in a (not necessarily perfectly
nested) loop nest:

1. Compute the setA of variable assignments us-
ing the induction variable recognition algorithm
FINDRECURRENCES(i, a, s, B,A) shown in Fig-
ure 4, wherei is the name of the loop counter variable,
a is the (symbolic) initial value ofi, s is the (sym-
bolic) stride, andB is the AST of the loop body.

2. Solve the recurrence systemA by com-
puting the CR forms using algorithm
SOLVERECURRENCES(i, a, s, A). The ≺ relation

used by this algorithm defines a topological or-
der on the pairs in the setA by

〈V,X〉 ≺ 〈U, Y 〉 if V 6= U andV occurs inY

The relation ensures that the computation of the CR
forms for all variables can proceed in one sweep, by
first computing the CR forms for variables that do not
depend on any other variables. These CR forms are
then used to compute the CR forms for variables that
depend on the CR forms of other variables.

3. For each variableV collect the CR formsΦj(V ) from
the pairs〈V,Φj(V )〉 ∈ A. When only one CR form
Φ(V ) exists forV , obtain the closed form of the re-



Algorithm SOLVERECURRENCES(i, a, s, A)
Computes the CR-form solutions of a set of coupled recurrences over a one-dimensional iteration space
- input: iteration counter variablei with initial valuea and strides, and the recurrence systemA

consisting of a set of〈V,X〉 ∈ A pairs denoting assignmentsV := X
- output: coupled recurrences inA are converted to uncoupled CR expressions
FOR each 〈V,X〉 ∈ A in topological order (≺) DO

IF 〈V,X〉 is marked for deletion THEN
Let A := A\{〈V,X〉}

ELSE
Let X := CR(X) /* CR construction: replace all i in X by {a,+, s}i and apply CR algebra rules */
IF X is of the form V + Ψi, where Ψi is a constant or closed-form expression over i or a CR form THEN

Let Φ := {V0,+,Ψi}i
SUBSTITUTE(V,Φ, A)

ELSE IF X is of the form V ∗Ψi, where Ψi is a constant or closed-form expression over i or a CR form THEN
Let Φ := {V0, ∗,Ψi}i
SUBSTITUTE(V,Φ, A)

ELSE IF X is of the form c ∗ V + Ψi, where c is a constant or an i-loop invariant expression
and Ψi is a constant or an i-loop invariant expression or a polynomial CR form THEN

Let Φ := {φ0,+, φ1,+, · · · ,+, φk, ∗, φk+1}i, where
φ0 = V0; φj = (c− 1)φj−1 + ψj−1; φk+1 = c

SUBSTITUTE(V,Φ, A)
ELSE IF V does not occur in X THEN /* potential wrap-around variable */

Mark V wrap-around
IF 〈V,X〉 is marked as use-before-def THEN

Let Φ := {V0 − V(B(X)), ∗, 0}i + B(X)
ELSE

Let A := A\{〈V,X〉}
Let Φ := X

ENDIF
SUBSTITUTE(V,Φ, A)

ELSE /* cannot solve the recurrence for V */
SUBSTITUTE(V,⊥, A)

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDDO

Algorithm SUBSTITUTE(V,Φ, A)
Substitute all occurrences ofV by Φ in the recurrence systemA
- input: variableV , CR formΦ, and recurrence systemA
- output: updated recurrence systemA
Replace 〈V,X〉 in A with 〈V,Φ〉
FOR each 〈U, Y 〉 ∈ A, 〈V,X〉 ≺ 〈U, Y 〉 DO

Mark 〈U, Y 〉 ∈ A for deletion
Let Y ′ := Y [V ← Φ] /* substitute each use of V with Φ */
Let A := A ∪ {〈U, Y ′〉}

ENDDO

Figure 5. Algorithm for Solving Recurrence Systems

currence forV given byCR−1(Φ(V )). When multiple
CR forms exist, compute themin andmaxbounding
functions over the set{Φj(V )} to determine the dy-
namic range of values of the variable through the loop
iteration. The CR form and/or the dynamic range are
used by the data dependence test.

4. To facilitate the recognition of induction variables in
outer loops, the setA is used to add (conditional) vari-
able updates at the end of the analyzed loop nest. These
updates are virtual and only used to reveal the induc-
tion variables to the outer loops for further analysis.
More specifically, for each variableV a set of condi-
tional assignments are added corresponding to the tu-
ples〈V,Φj(V )〉 ∈ A, which is similar to the following

template:

for i = a to b step s
...

endfor
i = max(0,b(b− a)/s+ 1c)
case (random(1 to j))

of 1: V = CR−1(Φ1(V ))
of 2: V = CR−1(Φ2(V ))
...
of j: V = CR−1(Φj(V ))

endcase

A virtual case block is added for each variable. The
conditional flow ensures that only one of the updates
is visible on a path through the outer loop body. It is
important to note that the addition of the block is vir-
tual and only used to provide a feed back mechanism



to ensure that the recurrences are analyzed by the ap-
plication of the algorithm to the outer loops.

5. As an optional step in the algorithm, IVS is applied
when all variablesV in the setA have single closed
forms. IVS normalizes the loop and adds initializing
assignments to variablesV to the start of the loop
and its body to remove cross-iteration dependences in-
duced by the induction variable updates:

V0 = V
: = :

for i = 0 to b(b− a)/s+ 1c
V = CR−1(Φ(V ))
: = :
B /* normalized loop body */

endfor
i = max(0,b(b− a)/s+ 1c)
V = CR−1(Φ(V ))
: = :

The loop can be optimized by forward substitution to
eliminate the assignments in the loop body. The elim-
ination of the assignments requires the addition of as-
signments in the loop epilogue to adjust the values of
the induction variables after the execution of the loop,
as shown in the code template above. Special care is
taken for potential wrap-around variables, whose final
assignments must be guarded by a test on the nonzero
trip property of the loop.

3.6. Recurrence Patterns Recognized

In this section we discuss several loops with non-trivial
recurrences patterns defined by induction variable updates.
Our algorithm handles the most complicated classes of
GIVs, such as those found in the TRFD and MDG bench-
marks. The algorithm can handle multiple assignments to
induction variables, generalized induction variables in loops
with symbolic bounds and strides, symbolic integer divi-
sion, conditional induction expressions, cyclic induction de-
pendencies, symbolic forward substitution, symbolic loop-
invariant expressions, and wrap-around variables.

3.6.1. Nonlinear Recurrences.Consider the loop nest
shown in Figure 6(a). The loop has a potential wrap-around
induction variablej and nonlinear induction variablesk
and m. Because there is no use ofj before the defini-
tion of j in the path through the loop body, the recurrence
system discardsj and solves fork andm, as shown in Fig-
ure 6(b). The solutions of the recurrences ofk andm are
computed in CR form. Figure 6(c) depicts the result of
CR index construction (see Section 2.4), where the ar-
ray access is determined by the CR form obtained from the
solution to the recurrence system and by applying CR con-
struction to the index expression.

The loop can be parallelized if the induction vari-
ables can be eliminated using IVS and if no output

dependence on the assignment toa[i+k] exists. No out-
put dependence can exist if the array indexi+k is
strictly monotonically increasing or decreasing. There-
fore, we testLM{k0,+, k0+1,+, k0+1, ∗, 2}i > 0 or
UM{k0,+, k0+1,+, k0+1, ∗, 2}i < 0. The first con-
straint is met whenk0 + 1 > 0 and the latter constraint
is met whenk0 + 1 < 0. Hence, ifk0 6= −1 no depen-
dence can exist and the loop is parallelizable

The closed forms of the CR forms for variablesk andm
are used in the non-optimized IVS converted code shown in
Figure 6(d). The result of conventional restructuring com-
piler optimizations applied to the IVS code is shown in Fig-
ure 6(e). The final adjustments toj, k, andm shown in Fig-
ure 6(e) are necessary to enable any uses of these variables
after the loop. Becausej is a potential wrap-around variable
(detected by SOLVERECURRENCES), its final adjustment is
conditional on the nonzero trip property of the loop.

3.6.2. Coupled Recurrences with Multiple Updates.
Consider the loop nest shown in Figure 7(a) with cou-
pled induction variablesj andk. The loop contains two up-
dates ofk. The algorithm computes the recurrences and
their solutions in CR form as shown in Figure 7(b). Fig-
ure 6(c) depicts the result of CR index construction, where
the array accesses are determined by the CR form ob-
tained from the solution to the recurrence system and
by applying CR construction to the index expression (in
which all variables are replaced by their definitions us-
ing forward substitution). We test for dependence between
statementsS1andS2to verify whether the loop can be par-
allelized.

To disprove loop-carried flow dependence between state-
mentsS1 and S2, we have to show that there is no use
S2 after the definitionS1 of a[k] in subsequent itera-
tions. The symbolic non-constant distance between the
useS2 and definitionS2 is a function defined by the CR
form {j0+k0,+, j0+3,+, 2}i − {k0,+, j0+1,+, 2}i =
{j0,+, 2}i, which is linear ini, i.e the functionj0 + 2i.
This means that the distance starts with the initial valuej0
of j and grows by stride two through the iterations. Thus,
no loop-carried flow dependence betweenS1 and S2 ex-
ists if j0 ≥ 0.

We also apply our nonlinear version of the GCD test
for disproving dependence by considering whether the
readsS2and writesS1 to arraya are interleaved. This oc-
curs when the GCD of the CR coefficientsj0 + 1, j0 + 3, 2
does not divide j0 based on the dependence equa-
tion {j0+k0,+, j0+3,+, 2}i = {k0,+, j0+1,+, 2}i. Note
that whenj0 is odd, no dependence can exist.

Combining these results, the loop can be parallelized
whenj0 ≥ 0 or whenj0 is odd. To further parallelize the
loop, IVS is applied as shown in Figures 7(d) and (e).



for i = 0 to n–1
j = 2∗k
a[i+k] = ...
k = i+j
m = m∗(i+1)

endfor

System:
〈k, 2k + i〉
〈m,m(i+ 1)〉

Solution:
〈k, {k0,+, k0,+, k0+1, ∗, 2}i〉
〈m, {m0, ∗, 1,+, 1}i〉

for i = 0 to n–1
...
a[{k0,+, k0+1,+, k0+1, ∗, 2}i] = ...
...

endfor

k0 = k
m0 = m
for i = 0 to n–1

k = (k0+1)∗2i–i–1
m = m0∗fac(i)
j = 2∗k
a[i+k] = ...
k = i+j
m = m∗(i+1)

endfor

for i = 0 to n–1
a[(k+1)∗2i–1] = ...

endfor
i = max(0,n)
k = (k+1)∗2i–i–1
m = m∗fac(i)
if (n ≥ 0)

j = 2∗k
endif

(a)Loop Nest (b) Recurrences (c) CR Index Construction (d) IVS (e)Optimized IVS

Figure 6. Nonlinear Recurrences

for i = 0 to n–1
S1: a[k] = ...

k = k+j
j = j+2

S2: ... = a[k]
k = k+1

endfor

System:
〈j, j + 2〉
〈k, k + j + 1〉

Solution:
〈j, {j0,+, 2}i〉
〈k, {k0,+, j0+1,+, 2}i〉

for i = 0 to n–1
a[{k0,+, j0+1,+, 2}i] = ...
...
... = a[{j0+k0,+, j0+3,+, 2}i]
...

endfor

j0 = j
k0 = k
for i = 0 to n–1

k = k0+i∗(i+j0)
j = j0+2∗i
a[k] = ...
k = k+j
j = j+2
... = a[k]
k = k+1

endfor

for i = 0 to n–1
a[k+i∗(i+j)] = ...
... = a[j+k+i∗(i+j+2)]

endfor
i = max(0,n)
k = k+i∗(i+j)
j = j+2∗i

(a)Loop Nest (b) Recurrences (c) CR Index Construction (d) IVS (e)Optimized IVS

Figure 7. Coupled Nonlinear Recurrences with Multiple Updates

3.6.3. Coupled Pointer Recurrences with Multiple Up-
dates. This example is similar to that of Section 3.6.2, but
differs with respect to the use of pointer references to ac-
cess memory. The loop nest shown in Figure 8(a) has recur-
rences and the solutions in CR form shown in Figure 8(b).
Figure 8(c) depicts the result of CR index construction ap-
plied to the induction variables and pointer arithmetic. As
in Section 3.6.2 we test for dependence between statements
S1andS2to verify whether the loop can be parallelized.

To disprove loop-carried flow dependence between state-
mentsS1 and S2, we compute the symbolic non-constant
distance {j0,+, j0+3,+, 2}i − {0,+, j0+1,+, 2}i =
{j0,+, 2}i between the useS2 and definitionS2 in CR
form. No flow dependence betweenS1 and S2 can ex-
ist if j0 ≥ 0. In addition, the GCD of the CR coefficients
j0 + 1, j0 + 3, 2 does not dividej0 if j0 is odd. There-
fore, whenj0 ≥ 0 or whenj0 is odd, the loop can be paral-
lelized. The application of IVS results in the non-optimized
loop nest shown in Figure 8(d). Conventional restructur-
ing compiler optimization leads to the loop nest shown in
Figure 8(e), where the pointer accesses are replaced by ar-
ray accesses. The result is a loop nest that reflects the
application of array recovery methods.

3.6.4. Multidimensional Loops. Consider the triangular
loop nest shown in Figure 9(a). The sequence of memory

writes byp is strictly monotonic in the inner and outer loop
nest. Therefore, no loop-carried output dependence can ex-
ist. The algorithm disproves dependence as follows.

The algorithms starts with the analysis of the inner loop
shown in Figure 9(a). The recurrence system of the inner
loop and its solution are shown in Figure 9(b). The CR in-
dex of the pointer access shown in Figure 9(c) is obtained
by CR construction. To analyze the outer loop, the algo-
rithm virtually adds an update to the pointerp at the the
loop exit. The addition of a variable update top is simi-
lar to the IVS code shown in Figure 9(e).

Next, the algorithm proceeds with the outer loop (us-
ing the virtually added pointer update information) shown
in Figure 9(f). The recurrence system of the outer loop and
its solution are shown in Figure 9(g). The CR index of the
pointer access shown in Figure 9(h) is obtained by CR con-
struction using the recurrence solution.

The simplification of {p0,+,max(0, {1,+, 1}i}i to
{p0,+, 1,+, 1}i in the recurrence solution is accom-
plished by the addition of four new CR algebra rules:

max(Φi,Ψi) ⇒ Φi if L(Φi −Ψi) ≥ 0
max(Φi,Ψi) ⇒ Ψi if U(Φi −Ψi) ≤ 0
min(Φi,Ψi) ⇒ Φi if U(Φi −Ψi) ≤ 0
min(Φi,Ψi) ⇒ Ψi if L(Φi −Ψi) ≥ 0

These rules may enable the construction of a closed form
for a CR form with min and max terms.



for i = 0 to n–1
S1: ∗p = ...

p = p+j
j = j+2

S2: ... = ∗p
p = p+1

endfor

System:
〈j, j + 2〉
〈p, p+ j + 1〉

Solution:
〈j, {j0,+, 2}i〉
〈p, {p0,+, j0+1,+, 2}i〉

for i = 0 to n–1
p[{0,+, j0+1,+, 2}i] = ...
...
... = p[{j0,+, j0+3,+, 2}i]
...

endfor

j0 = j
p0 = p
for i = 0 to n–1

p = p0+i∗(i+j0-1)
j = j0+2∗i
∗p = ...
p = p+j
j = j+2
... = ∗p
p = p+1

endfor

for i = 0 to n–1
p[i∗(i+j)] = ...
... = p[j+i∗(i+j+2)]

endfor
i = max(0,n)
p = p+i∗(i+j)
j = j+2∗i

(a)Loop Nest (b) Recurrences (c) CR Index Construction (d) IVS (e)Optimized IVS

Figure 8. Coupled Nonlinear Pointer Recurrences with Multiple Updates

To determine if a loop-carried output dependence ex-
ists, we test whether the sequence of memory location
accessed by the writes top in the loop is strictly mono-
tonic. BecauseL∆j{{0,+, 1,+, 1}i,+, 1}j = 1 and
L∆i{{0,+, 1,+, 1}i,+, 1}j = 1, the sequence is strictly
monotonic in thej and i directions, respectively. There-
fore, the loop nest can be parallelized.

Because the CR forms of the recurrences have closed
forms, IVS can be applied resulting in the loop nest shown
in Figure 9(i) and the optimized code shown in Figure 9(j).

3.6.5. Recurrences with Irregular Symbolic Strides.
Induction variables with irregular symbolic strides do not
have closed forms. Current restructuring compilers can-
not test for dependence when the recurrences in a loop nest
have no closed forms. Our algorithm can determine a de-
pendence system for these cases.

Consider the loop nest shown in Figure 10(a), where
the inner loop nest is bounded by an outer-loop dependent
unknown valuem[i]. The algorithm proceeds by analyzing
the inner loop first. The results are shown in Figures 10(b)
and (c). The analysis of the outer loop requires the aggre-
gation of the updates to the induction variables in the in-
ner loop. The virtually added update statements to the exit
of the inner loop are similar to the updates shown in Fig-
ure 10(e), wherek is adjusted for recurrence analysis in the
outer loop. The algorithm produces the recurrence system
and solution shown in Figure 10(g) by analyzing the outer
loop. Note that the solution does not have a closed form,
because of the presence of the non-constant CR coefficient
max(0,m[i] + 1). However, the CR construction of the in-
dex expression of the array accessa[k] can still proceed. Be-
causem[i] ≥ 0 in the inner loop nest, the CR form of the
index expression is{{k0,+,max(0,m[i] + 1)}i,+, 1}j =
{{k0,+,m[i]+1}i,+, 1}j as shown in Figure 10(h). There
is no loop-carried output dependence in thei andj direc-
tions, becauseL∆i{{k0,+,m[i] + 1,+, 1}i,+, 1}j = 1
andL∆j{{k0,+,m[i] + 1,+, 1}i,+, 1}j = 1.

3.6.6. Conditionally Updated Variables with Single Re-
currence Solution. Consider the loop nest shown in Fig-

ure 11(a). The loop exhibits conditional updates of variable
k. The recurrence system and its solution are shown in Fig-
ure 11(b). The variablesj and k both have a single solu-
tion, despite the differences of the recurrences formsAp1

andAp2 on the two pathsp1 andp2 through the loop body.
This illustrates the importance of the fact that CR forms are
normal forms for GIVs thereby enabling the detection of se-
mantically equivalent recurrences.

CR construction applied to the array index expression
of a results in the description of the array access in CR
form shown in Figure 11(c). There are no loop-carried
output dependences, because the function of the CR form
{k0,+, 1,+, 1,+, 1}i is strictly monotonically increasing.

Closed forms of the recurrences can be computed, be-
cause the variables of the recurrences have single solu-
tions. The closed forms are used for IVS as shown in Fig-
ures 11(d) and (e).

3.6.7. Conditionally Updated Variables with Mul-
tiple Recurrence Solutions.Consider the loop nest
shown in Figure 12(a). The loop exhibits conditional up-
dates of variablesj and k. The recurrence system and its
solution are shown in Figure 12(b). In this case, the vari-
ables j and k do not have a single recurrence solution.
The set of recurrence solutions is used for the CR con-
struction of the array index expression. Themin andmax
bounding functions are applied to the set of CR forms ob-
tained for the array indexk, resulting in the lower and up-
per dynamic value range bounds{k0,+,min(1, j0)}i and
{k0,+,max(1, j0),+, 2}i, respectively. Because the lower
and upper bound functions on the array index expres-
sion are both strictly monotonically increasing, the ar-
ray access are strictly monotonically increasing and no
loop-carried output dependence exists.

3.7. Recurrence Patterns Not Recognized

In this section we give some examples of recurrence pat-
terns that cannot be recognized and/or solved by our algo-
rithm.



for i = 0 to n–1
for j = 0 to i
∗p = ...
p = p+1

endfor
endfor

System:
〈p, p+ 1〉

Solution:
〈p, {p0,+, 1}j〉

for i = 0 to n–1
for j = 0 to i

p[{0,+, 1}j ] = ...
...

endfor
endfor

for i = 0 to n–1
p0 = p
for j = 0 to i

p = p0+j
∗p = ...
p = p+1

endfor
endfor

for i = 0 to n–1
for j = 0 to i

p[j] = ...
endfor
j = max(0,i+1)
p = p+j

endfor

(a)Loop Nest (b) Recurrences (c) CR Index Construction (d) IVS (e)Optimized IVS

for i = 0 to n–1
for j = 0 to i

p[j] = ...
endfor
j = max(0,i+1)
p = p+j

endfor

System:
〈p, p+ i+ 1〉

Solution:
〈p, {p0,+, 1,+, 1}i〉

for i = 0 to n–1
for j = 0 to i

p[{{0,+, 1,+, 1}i,+, 1}j ] = ...
endfor
...

endfor

p0 = p
for i = 0 to n–1

p = p0+i*(i+1)/2
for j = 0 to i

p[j] = ...
endfor
j = max(0,i+1)
p = p+j

endfor

for i = 0 to n–1
for j = 0 to i

p[i∗(i+1)/2+j] = ...
endfor

endfor
i = max(0,n)
p = p+i∗(i+1)/2

(f) Loop Nest (g) Recurrences (h) CR Index Construction (i) IVS (j) Optimized IVS

Figure 9. Recurrences in Multidimensional Non-rectangular Loop Nest

for i = 0 to n–1
for j = 0 to m[i]

a[k] = ...
k = k+1

endfor
endfor

System:
〈k, k + 1〉

Solution:
〈k, {k0,+, 1}j〉

for i = 0 to n–1
for j = 0 to m[i]

a[{k0,+, 1}j ] = ...
...

endfor
endfor

for i = 0 to n–1
k0 = k
for j = 0 to m[i]

k = k0+j
a[k] = ...
k = k+1

endfor
endfor

for i = 0 to n–1
for j = 0 to m[i]

a[j+k] = ...
endfor
j = max(0,m[i]+1)
k = j+k

endfor

(a)Loop Nest (b) Recurrences (c) CR Index Construction (d) IVS (e)Optimized IVS

for i = 0 to n–1
for j = 0 to m[i]

a[j+k] = ...
endfor
j = max(0,m[i]+1)
k = j+k

endfor

System:
〈k, k + max(0,m[i]+1)〉

Solution:
〈k, {k0,+,max(0,m[i]+1)}i〉

for i = 0 to n–1
for j = 0 to m[i]

a[{{k0,+,m[i]+1}i,+, 1}j ] = ...
endfor
...

endfor

(f) Loop Nest (g) Recurrences (h) CR Index Construction

Figure 10. Recurrences with Irregular Symbolic Strides

3.7.1. Unsolvable Recurrence Patterns.Some recur-
rence patterns exist that cannot be solved, such as the
recurrence shown in Figure 13(a). The recurrence can-
not be solved by our algorithm because it has neither a CR
form nor a closed-form equivalent.

3.7.2. Cyclic Recurrence Relations.These relations can-
not be analyzed by our algorithm, as shown in Figure 13(b).
The reason is that the recurrence system constructed from
the loop nest must have a partial order≺ on the assign-
ments to solve the system using substitution. Note that this
does not prohibit the coupling of recurrences.

3.7.3. No Min/Max Dynamic Bounds. These bounds
cannot be formulated for conditionally updated vari-

ables with possible geometric progressions, as is shown in
Figure 13(c). Therefore, dependence testing with our algo-
rithm cannot be applied to array index expressions contain-
ing these variables.

4. Nonlinear Dependence System Solvers

This section introduces three dependence solvers. The
solvers are based on our recurrence solver and do not re-
quire closed-form index expressions. The dependence
solvers construct dependence systems based on the CR
forms of index expressions. The dependence tests can be ap-
plied to loop nests with conditionally updated induction
variables and pointers. The objective of the tests is to com-



j = 0
for i = 0 to n–1

if ... then
k = k+j
a[i+k] = ...

else
k = k+i∗(i–1)/2

endif
j = j+i

endfor

System:

Ap1=

{
〈j, j + i〉
〈k, k + j〉

Ap2=

{
〈j, j + i〉
〈k, k+i(i−1)/2〉

Solution:
〈j, {0,+, 0,+, 1}i〉
〈k, {k0,+, 0,+, 0,+, 1}i〉

...
for i = 0 to n–1

if ... then
...
a[{k0,+, 1,+, 1,+, 1}i] = ...

else
...

endif
...

endfor

j = 0
k0 = k
for i = 0 to n–1

k = k0+i∗(i∗(i–3)/2+1)/3
j = i∗(i–1)/2
if ... then

k = k+j
a[i+k] = ...

else
k = k+i∗(i–1)/2

endif
j = j+i

endfor

for i = 0 to n–1
if ... then

a[k+i∗(i2+5)/6] = ...
endif

endfor
i = max(0,n)
k = k+i∗(i∗(i–3)/2+1)/3
j = i∗(i–1)/2

(a)Loop Nest (b) Recurrences (c) CR Index Construction (d) IVS (e)Optimized IVS

Figure 11. Conditionally Updated Variables with Single Recurrence Solution

for i = 0 to n–1
a[k] = ...
if ... then

k = k+1
else

k = k+j
j = j+2

endif
endfor

System:

Ap1 =

{
〈j, j〉
〈k, k + 1〉

Ap2 =

{
〈j, j + 2〉
〈k, k + j〉

Solution:
〈j, j0〉
〈j, {j0,+, 2}i〉
〈k, {k0,+, 1}i〉
〈k, {k0,+, j0}i〉
〈k, {k0,+, j0,+, 2}i〉

for i = 0 to n–1
a[{k0,+,min(1, j0)}i to {k0,+,max(1, j0),+, 2}i] = ...
if ... then

...
else

...
endif

endfor

(a)Loop Nest (b) Recurrences (c) CR Index Construction using Dynamic Value Range Bounds

Figure 12. Conditionally Updated Variables with Multiple Recurrence Solutions

for i = 0 to n–1
...
k = i∗k+1
...

endfor

for i = 0 to n–1
...
t = ...a...
a = ...b...
b = ...t...

endfor

for i = 0 to n–1
...
if ... then

k = k+1
else

k = 2*k
endif
...

endfor

(a)Unsolvable (b) Cyclic Recurrence (c) No Min/Max Bounds

Figure 13. Recurrence Patterns not Recog-
nized

pute the conditions under which a solution to a dependence
system exists, rather than just testing for potential depen-
dence. This allows us to generate multi-version code with
parallelized versions of the code fragments when admissi-
ble by the symbolic constraints.

4.1. Monotonicity Test

This is a relatively inexpensive test to verify whether
loop-carried output dependences exist for a single array or
pointer reference. The test verifies the monotonic property
of an array index expression and pointer reference. More
elaborate dependence testing involving multiple array and
pointer accesses is performed with our nonlinear version of
the extreme value test described in the next section.

Consider Figure 14 depicting a segment of the original
TRFD code. The CR forms ofijkl andl obtained by CR con-
struction are

Φ(ijkl) = {{{{2,+, left+m(m+1)/2+2,+, left+m(m+1)/2+1}i
,+, left+m(m+1)/2}j
,+, {2,+, 1}i,+, 1}k
,+, 1}l

andΦ(l) = {1,+, 1}l respectively. The CR formΦ(ijkl)
has the following four step functions in thei, j, k, andl di-
rection, respectively:

∆iΦ(ijkl) = {left+m(m+1)/2+2,+, left+m(m+1)/2+1}i
∆jΦ(ijkl) = left+m(m+1)/2
∆kΦ(ijkl) = {{2,+, 1}i,+, 1}k
∆lΦ(ijkl) = 1



ijkl=0
ij=0
DO i=1,m

DO j=1,i
ij=ij+1
ijkl=ijkl+i-j+1
DO k=i+1,m

DO l=1,k
ijkl=ijkl+1
xijkl[ijkl]=xkl[l]

ENDDO
ENDDO
ijkl=ijkl+ij+left

ENDDO
ENDDO

Figure 14. TRFD Code Segment

Note that the step functions in thek and l directions are
nonnegative, because the CR coefficients are nonnegative.
Therefore, the growth of theijkl induction variable in the
k, l direction of the index space is nonnegative and the ad-
dressing of thexijkl[ijkl] is strictly monotonically increas-
ing in the innerk, l loop nest, allowing the inner two loop
nests to be parallelized.

Also note that the growth ofijkl in the entirei, j, k, l in-
dex space is nonnegative ifleft > m(m+1)/2, which is in
fact the case when considering the larger part of the bench-
mark code (not shown).

4.2. Nonlinear Extreme Value Test

This nonlinear dependence test is based on the Baner-
jee bounds test [4], also known as the extreme value test
(EVT). The test computes direction vector hierarchy infor-
mation by performing symbolic subscript-by-subscript test-
ing for multidimensional loops. The test is inexact. How-
ever, the test is efficient to determine direction vector hier-
archy information. The test builds the direction vector hi-
erarchy by solving a set of dependence equations one at a
time.

Our extended EVT subsumes these characteristics by en-
hancing the test to cover common nonlinear array index ex-
pressions and uses of pointer arithmetic without requiring
closed forms. Thus, our nonlinear EVT can determine ab-
sence of dependence for a larger set of dependence prob-
lems compared to the standard EVT. The implementation
of our algorithm is identical to the original EVT method,
except that CR forms andL andU bounds are used in the
computations.

Consider for example the dependences of the loop nest
shown in Figure 15(a), which is part of the MDG bench-
mark code. The loop nest cannot be analyzed by Polaris, de-
spite the fact that the dependence system is affine (obtained
after IVS). The recurrence pattern also cannot be handled
by the monotonic evolutiontest [36], because a compari-

for i = 1 to nt
...
jj = i
for j = 1 to nor1

var[jj] = var[jj]+...
jj = jj + nt

endfor
endfor

Equation:
{{1,+, 1}id ,+, nt}jd

= {{1,+, 1}iu ,+, nt}ju

Constraints:
0 ≤ id ≤ nt− 1
0 ≤ iu ≤ nt− 1
0 ≤ jd ≤ nor1− 1
0 ≤ ju ≤ nor1− 1

(a)Loop Nest (b) Dependence System

Figure 15. A Linear Dependence System

son is required between the stride of the inner loop and the
outer loop bound. In contrast, our CR-based extreme value
test succeeds in disproving loop-carried flow dependence.

The recurrence solver and CR construction algorithms
compute the multivariate CR form of thevar array index
expression, which is{{1,+, 1}i,+, nt}j , to set up the de-
pendence equation system shown in Figure 15(b).

Testing for(=, <) dependence, withid = iu andjd <
ju, gives the normalized set of bounds forju andjd:

1
{1,+, 1}jd

}
≤ ju ≤ nor1− 1 0 ≤ jd ≤

{
nor1− 2
{−1,+, 1}ju

The simplified dependence equation from Figure 15(b) with
id = iu is

{{0,+, nt}ju ,+,−nt}jd = 0

When applying direction vector constraints to determine the
dependence hierarchy, terms must cancel when possible to
ensure accuracy. Therefore, theju variable is selected to
dominate thejd variable in the equation, such that replace-
ment ofjd by its upper bound constraint{−1,+, 1}ju will
lead to possible cancellations in the application of the CR
algebra simplification rules. The choice of dominating vari-
able depends on the direction of the dependence test.

We proceed by computing the lower bound of the equa-
tion’s left hand side
L{{0,+, nt}ju ,+,−nt}jd

= L(({0,+, nt}ju − nt jd)[jd ← {−1,+, 1}ju ]) (nt ≥ 1)
= L({0,+, nt}ju − nt {−1,+, 1}ju ) (subst.)
= L({0,+, nt}ju + {nt,+,−nt}ju ) (simplify)
= L(nt) (simplify)
= 1 (nt ≥ 1)

Because the lower bound of the left-hand side of the equa-
tion is positive, the(=, <) dependence is disproved (note
that for the abovent ≥ 1 holds in the loop nest).

Testing for(<,<) dependence, withid < iu andjd <
ju, gives the normalized set of bounds:

1
{1,+, 1}id

}
≤ iu ≤ nt− 1 0 ≤ id ≤

{
nt− 2
{−1,+, 1}iu

1
{1,+, 1}jd

}
≤ ju ≤ nor1− 1 0 ≤ jd ≤

{
nor1− 2
{−1,+, 1}ju

The dependence equation is
{{{{0,+,−1}iu ,+, 1}id ,+,−nt}ju ,+, nt}jd = 0



p = A
q = A
for i = 0 to n–1

for j = 0 to i
p = p + 1
∗q = ∗p

endfor
q = q + 1

endfor

Equation:
{A,+, 1}id = {{A+1,+, 1,+, 1}iu ,+, 1}ju

Constraints:
0 ≤ id ≤ n− 1
0 ≤ iu ≤ n− 1
0 ≤ jd ≤ id
0 ≤ ju ≤ iu

(a)Loop Nest (b) Dependence System

Figure 16. A Nonlinear Dependence System

The lower bound of the equation’s left hand side is

L{{{{0,+,−1}iu ,+, 1}id ,+,−nt}ju ,+, nt}jd

= L{{{0,+,−1}iu ,+, 1}id ,+,−nt}ju (nt ≥ 1)
= L(({{0,+,−1}iu ,+, 1}id − nt ju)[ju ← nor1−1]) (nt ≥ 1)
= L({{0,+,−1}iu ,+, 1}id − nt(nor1−1)) (subst.)
= L{{−nt (nor1− 1),+,−1}iu ,+, 1}id (simplify)
= L{−nt (nor1−1),+,−1}iu

= L(−nt (nor1−1)− (nt−1)) (subst. + simplify)
= −U(nt (nor1−1))− U(nt−1)
= −∞

This result is inconclusive. However, the upper bound of the
equation’s left hand side is negative:

U{{{{0,+,−1}iu ,+, 1}id ,+,−nt}ju ,+, nt}jd

= U({{{0,+,−1}iu ,+, 1}id ,+,−nt}ju + nt {−1,+, 1}ju )
= U{{−nt,+,−1}iu ,+, 1}id (simplify)
= U({−nt,+,−1}iu + {−1,+, 1}iu ) (subst. + simplify)
= U(−nt−1) (simplify)
= −L(nt)− 1
= −2 (nt ≥ 1)

Therefore, the(<,<) dependence is disproved.

Our nonlinear extreme value test also handles non-
linear recurrences. Consider the example triangular loop
nest depicted in Figure 16(a). Note that pointersp and
q read and write to the same arrayA. The recurrence
solver and CR construction algorithms compute the mul-
tivariate CR forms of thep andq pointer accesses, which
are {{A+1,+, 1,+, 1}i,+, 1}j and {A,+, 1}i, respec-
tively. The dependence system is shown in Figure 16(b).
The normalized dependence equation is

{{{−1,+,−1,+,−1}iu ,+, 1}id ,+,−1}ju = 0

Testing flow dependence,id < iu andjd < ju gives the
normalized set of bounds:

1
{1,+, 1}id

}
≤ iu ≤ n− 1 0 ≤ id ≤

{
n− 2
{−1,+, 1}iu

1
{1,+, 1}jd

}
≤ ju ≤ {0,+, 1}iu 0 ≤ jd ≤

{
{−1,+, 1}id

{−1,+, 1}ju

Using these constraints, we compute the lower and upper
bounds:

for I = 1 to M+1
S1: A[I∗N+10] = ...
S2: ... = A[2∗I+K]

K = 2∗K+N
endfor

for i = 1 to M+1
A[{N+10,+, N}i] = ...
... = A[{K+2N,+,K+N+2, ∗, 2}i]
...

endfor

(a)Loop Nest (b) CR Index Construction

Figure 17. Nonlinear Range Test Example

L{{{−1,+,−1,+,−1}iu ,+, 1}id ,+,−1}ju

= L(({{−1,+,−1,+,−1}iu ,+, 1}id − ju)[ju ← {0,+, 1}iu ])
= L({{−1,+,−1,+,−1}iu ,+, 1}id − {0,+, 1}iu ) (subst.)
= L{{−1,+,−2,+,−1}iu ,+, 1}id (simplify)
= L{−1,+,−2,+,−1}iu

= L((−1− (3iu−(iu)2)/2)[iu ← n− 1])
= L((−n2−n)/2) (subst.)
= (−U(n2)− U(n))/2
= −∞
U{{{−1,+,−1,+,−1}iu ,+, 1}id ,+,−1}ju

= U{{−1,+,−1,+,−1}iu ,+, 1}id

= U(({−1,+,−1,+,−1}iu + id)[id ← {−1,+, 1}iu ])
= U({−1,+,−1,+,−1}iu + {−1,+, 1}iu ) (subst.)
= U{−2,+, 0,+,−1}iu (simplify)
= −2

Because the equation has no solution since zero does not lie
between−∞ and−2, our nonlinear extreme value test dis-
proves(<,<) flow dependence.

4.3. Nonlinear Range Test

This dependence test performs pairwise comparisons be-
tween array index expressions to determine the direction of
the dependence. The comparisons are performed on the CR
forms of array index expressions obtained by the recurrence
solver and CR construction algorithm. The difference be-
tween the CR forms of two index expressions is a CR form
that describes the index distance as a function of the itera-
tion space. Therefore, the extreme values of the function in-
dicates the direction of the dependence for the entire loop
iteration space of the loop nest. This test is suitable to find
the conditions under which loop-carried dependence does
not exist, rather than just testing for the absence of depen-
dence.

Consider for example the loop nest shown in Fig-
ure 17(a). This example is taken from [24], because the
example was used by the authors to demonstrate the im-
possibility by current compilers to analyze the depen-
dences for loop parallelization. In contrast, our dependence
test handles this case by deriving the conditions un-
der which no loop-carried flow dependence exists. The
recurrence solver and CR construction algorithms com-
pute the CR forms of the index expressions as shown
in Figure 17(b). The dependence direction< is dis-
proved if

L({K+2N,+,K+N+2, ∗, 2}i − {N+10,+, N}i) ≥ 0



That is, to verify that all uses ofA in subsequent iterations
do not depend on the definitions ofA we determine that the
lower bound of the distance as a function ofi over the nor-
malized iteration spacei = 0, . . . ,M is nonnegative.

L({K+2N,+,K+N+2, ∗, 2}i − {N+10,+, N}i)
= L{K+N−10,+,K+2, ∗, 2}i
=

{
K+N−10 if K+2 ≥ 0
undefined otherwise

≥ 0 if K+N ≥ 10 andK ≥ −2

Therefore, no loop-carried flow dependence exist when
K+N ≥ 10 andK ≥ −2. Since these conditions are eas-
ily checked at runtime, a parallelized loop nest can be gen-
erated that is conditionally executed depending on the run-
time evaluation of these guards.

5. Conclusions

This paper presented a new approach to dependence test-
ing in the presence of nonlinear and non-closed array in-
dex expressions and pointer references in loop nests. De-
pendences are analyzed using the chains of recurrences for-
malism and algebra for analyzing the recurrence relations of
induction variables and for constructing recurrence forms
of array index expressions and pointer references without
computing closed forms. Our approach to dependence test-
ing exploits the fact that any affine, polynomial, or geomet-
ric index expression composed over a set of generalized in-
duction variables forms a recurrence relation. Because the
chains of recurrences algebra is closed under the addition
and multiplication of polynomials and geometric functions,
the computation of the recurrence relations of index expres-
sions and pointer references is straightforward. Our nonlin-
ear dependence test uses these recurrence forms to solve a
dependence problem. When closed forms of recurrence re-
lations do not exist, our test can, any many cases, still deter-
mine whether array and pointer accesses are independent.
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